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Photo: Etsy/Glass BoutiqueStained Glass is not just for churches. Whether you go through any of America's old neighborhoods, anywhere Victorian or artisan-style homes are common, you will surely stumble upon beautiful works of art embedded right within the walls. Related: 10 stained glass We LoveDesigners Frank
Lloyd Wright and Louis Comfort Tiffany brought stained glass from churches and into homes. Wright's stained glass windows echoed his architecture, with geometric patterns of straight lines, rectangles, squares and circles. Tiffany's work was much more inspired by nature, with liquid lines and outstanding
representations of trees, flowers and other natural elements. Photo: ncsu.eduMost stained glass windows are custom made, and although the process is quite simple, it requires a great deal of talent, skill and experience to create a quality and durable piece. First, the artist creates a small-scale version of the design. To
create a template, measurements of the actual window space are taken. The pattern is transferred to paper, cardboard or even a large table, where the space will later be filled with glass. Next, a full-size picture, called a cartoon, is prepared in black and white. Cutline (accurate lead tracking) and drawings are made with
this cartoon. The colored glass is then cut into shapes in the picture and painted if necessary. Once all the pieces are cut, they are bound by strips of fluted lead known as cames, which are then solder together. Photo: custommade.com stained glass should not be reserved for repairs or old homes. It is often referred to
as practical art as it is an extremely versatile medium and can be configured to almost any style of design or taste. In older homes, this is most often seen as accents in stairs, porches, bathrooms and kitchens. But stained glass windows can be successfully used almost anywhere - as a room divider, a mantelpiece or



even a ceiling. Photograph: Crystal Kitchen CenterIf since you've never considered putting stained glass in your home, here are a few reasons why you might: Stained glass can provide privacy while also beautiful, especially useful for spaces such as bathrooms or bedrooms. If you decide to use stained glass
somewhere in your home, make sure you put it in a place where daylight will bring its beauty. Color can really change the mood of the room. Also, find night lighting to make it interesting after sunset. You will discover something different in it to enjoy at any time of the day. For more more information about glass, think:
Know your window 10 stained glass We love stained glass Building (VIDEO) Away from the old-fashioned colored glass familiar church windows or the living room of your great-grandmother, today's stained glass crafts for the house blend the charm and character of old architecture with modern style, and at a fraction of
the cost would buy the real thing. Just think of it as Painted Glass 2.0, and remember that you make the rules. Regardless of the project, combine your favorite colors for fresh and unique creations. You'll be surprised at what you can do with a steady hand, some glass paint, and an attractive pattern. COLOR INSIDE
LINESPhoto: masonjarcraftslove.comSure, you've seen a million ways to decorate and repurpose a humble mason jar, but leave his guru at Mason Jar Crafts Love to take it to the next level. For design, think about working in blocks, l' Tetris, using standard glass paint and instant lead. Just be careful: The rounded shape
of the jar will make the paint more susceptible to running if you are too liberal. Perfect for vases or translucent storage of idles, the colors will add visual interest to any table or shelf. ALL ILLUMINEPhoto: craftsbyamanda.comPull together all the patience you can muster when designing this rectangular luminary from
Amanda's crafts. More time than a picture of drying-24 hours on each side, not including time upfront to fold the presenters. But the finished project is worth the wait! Created from collectible containers for 90s Beanie Baby toys, this project simply proves that you can dress up a lot of surfaces with stained glass
techniques, even plastic storage boxes. Full COVERAGEPhoto: abeautifulmess.com To design as close to Tiffany's windows as you can get, start with a glass insert the size of a window in need of little privacy, or one along the wall in need of more color! Apply metal strips instead of more craft paint on the lead, using a
ruler to ensure straight lines and angles are possible. And don't skimp on the glass stain; This creates a more realistic texture, say the ladies on the beautiful mess. Once it's dry, it's ready to support or mount in the window for a stunning view. GLOBAL INFLUENCEPhoto: club.chicacircle.com Don't need to spend a lot of
money on garden decor when you can craft a glass globe that catches sunlight, as seen at the Chica Circle Club. Copy this simple ingenious structure by flipping the rounded bottom glass vase upside down and sitting at the top of the weighted terracotta pot. Then draw your sample of choice into 3-D opaque paint
enamel and fill with glass paint, keeping the zh-tips on ready to catch any drops. If you color a terracotta pot to match or leave this natural clay, this garden accent is a must Your front lawn. GET HANG ITPHOTO: ITPHOTO: Unique architectural details for your home, regardless of its style, using the basic frame of the
image and this tutorial from Pink Peony from Le Jardin. Choose a printout pattern that mimics the basic design of the window, then trace the lines through the glass with instant lead stickers and fill the colors. Finally, a layer of crystal clear paint adds texture and gives the look of authenticity to DIY-guests will think you've
chosen this one-of-a-kind vintage piece for sale real estate. To make your own cookie shapes, draw a simple Christmas tree or ornament shape on a Manila folder, and cut it out. Place the cutout on the rolled cookie dough and cut around it with the tip of the parable knife. In addition, you can cut cookies with cookie
cutters (broad shapes work best). Use the tip of the knife to cut the cookie centers. Advertising - Continue reading below 2 c. all-purpose flour 1/4 teaspoon. Rough salt 1/2 teaspoon baking powder 1/2 c. unsalted butter 1 c. sugar 1 large egg 1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract 7 ounces assorted clear colored solid cane This
ingredient is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page. You can find more information about this and similar content on your website. Sift together the flour, salt and baking powder into a large bowl; Select. Put the butter and sugar in a bowl of electric mixer equipped with paddle mounts; Mix at
medium speed until pale and fluffy, about 3 minutes. Add the egg; Mix until smooth, 1 minute. Reducing the speed to a minimum. Add the flour mixture and stir until combined. Stir in the vanilla. Wrap the dough in plastic, and refrigerate until cold, about 45 minutes. Preheat the oven to 325 degrees Fahrenheit with racks
in the top and bottom third. Roll out the chilled dough on a well-floured surface until just over 1/8 inches thick. Cut out the shapes using a 5-inch cookie cutter in the shape of a tree. Using a metal spatula, space 2 inches apart on baking sheets lined with parchment paper. Using the tip of the knife for parrying, make a
triangular cut in the center of each cookie topping the candy. Flip the scraps and cut. Sprinkle the candy into one layer into the hole of each cookie, avoiding the edges of the triangle. Refrigerate until the dough is hard, about 15 minutes. Bake the cookies until the candy has melted and the full-filled neckline and the
cookie edges are just beginning to turn pale golden brown, 11 to 12 minutes. Don't let the cookies brown, or candy centers can become sparkling. Allow to cool completely on sheets on wire racks. Use a metal spatula to remove the cookies from the parchment. Biscuits can be stored in containers at room temperature for
up to 5 days. Courtesy of Martha Stewart This content is created and maintained by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io advertising - Continue reading Equation systems live at the base of
linear algebra. In this course you will explore fundamental concepts by exploring the definitions and theorems that provide the basis for the topic. At the beginning of this course, we introduce linear equation systems and a systematic method of solving them. This algorithm will be used for computation throughout the
course when investigating linear algebra applications and more complex algorithms for their analysis. Later in this course, you'll see how a linear equation system can be presented in other ways, which can reduce problems associated with linear vector combinations to approaches that include linear equation systems.
Towards the end of the course we explore linear independence and linear transformations. They play an important role throughout our course and in the application of linear algebra in many areas of industry, science and technology. __Upon completing this course, students will be able to: Assess mathematical
expressions to calculate the number that deal with linear systems characterize the linear system in terms of number of decisions, and whether the system is consistent or inconsistent. Use elementary string operations to solve linear equation systems. Characterize a set of vectors in terms of linear combinations, their
span, and how they are connected to each other geometrically characterize a set of vectors and linear systems, using the concept of linear independence. Build relationship of dependency between linearly dependent vectors. Identify and build linear transformations of the matrix. We characterize linear transformations as
on and/or one-to-one. Get a certificate with the institution's logo to check your accomplishments and increase your employment prospectsAdd certificate on your resume or resume, or post it directly on LinkedInGive yourself with an additional incentive to complete the courseEdX, a non-profit, relies on proven certificates
to help fund free education for everyone around the world around the world
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